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bestuhl makes it this way.
A variety of products of strong durability
made with the best techniques.
The design and color that harmonize
with a space are the best ideas.
And when we start together something with you,
it completes the best story.
be the best, bestuhl

F.A.T 10
M-TABLET

LECTURE
SYSTEM

BRAND STORY

NEW
CREATION
FOR
BETTER
SPACE VALUE
The value of a product that is made directly
with the techniques and knowhow of Bestuhl
is highest when the product is both an expression of beauty in the work space and of the
user’s ultimate comfort. The value of the product goes beyond the sum total of time spent
and techniques used to complete an individual
product and goes to the heart of the Bestuhl
ethos. Experience directly this ethos of the
beauty and comfort of various designs, colors
and textures those brought to you by Bestuhl.
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BRAND STORY

QUALITY
DESIGN
CRAFTSMANSHIP
GLOBAL STANDARD
The depth and breadth of our experience allows for the
manufacture using many unseen components. We insist
on a persistence about high quality that is based on long
employed and trusted techniques. It is also based on systems
that form the foundation of Bestuhl. These elements are seen
and found throughout Bestuhl’s quality products everywhere.
The design solutions that Bestuhl shows go beyond visual
beauty. A new product’s design solution becomes a medium
to communicate intimately with the essence of a workspace.
Bestuhl shares this philosophy of design with people who
empathize with us and wish to experience it.
Through its spirit of creative in-house craftsmanship,
Bestuhl studies and produces key components directly.
Bestuhl actively develops and produces products that present
the ultimate user experience while maintaining the highest
levels of quality. Also, Bestuhl is in accordance with all manner of global standards tests such as Greengard, BIFMA,
EN 1335 certification, among many others. Bestuhl is globally
competitive and ranks with the world’s best with dynamic,
unsurpassed quality products.

46 countries and 65 organizations
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Global Network_

F.A.T 10
CONFERENCE

10

It is a new folding table that focuses on the change and usability of the office en-

COLLABORATION

22

vironment. F.A.T10 can be configured effectively and responded to in various situ-

TRAINING

32

ations such as frequent meeting, collaboration, education and so on. In addition,
it is designed to be convenient for anyone to emphasize the details that users can
utilize mobile devices and tools.

F.A.T 10

CONFERENCE

CONFERENCE

The meeting room is where the process of determining issues, agendas, plans, etc. that have
occurred during the work process is taking place. A lot of people with various experience
and knowledge come together to share their opinions and solve common challenges.
An independent meeting space could be set up with various sizes to suit the characteristics
and personnel, and it is utilized for various conferences and project rooms.

LAYOUT

VARIOUS OPINIONS
PRESENTATION
BUSINESS
DISCUSS PLANS
EXECUTIVE
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CONFERENCE

F.A.T 10

FAT015UPD + U40F100C
It is a 10-people meeting space that efficiently utilizes
small spaces. Narrow the gap between the tables to
maximize the work area and possibly proceed the
meeting with various of material.
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CONFERENCE

F.A.T 10

FAT015UPD + U40F100C / FAT007UPD
It is a suitable meeting space for brief meetings as well as for
departmental reporting and presentation. To arrange tables
as ‘ㄷ’ shaped in order to announce meeting agenda and
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exchange opinions efficiently.

CONFERENCE

F.A.T 10

FAT015UPD + U15F100C / FAT007UPD
It is a meeting space which is capable of
more than 10 people to be able to discuss
new project. To be able to focus on agenda
and communication easily without any

distraction as consist of ‘ㅁ’ shaped table
arrangement.
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CONFERENCE

F.A.T 10

FAT007APD + U15F100C

a meeting with large number of people. We can conduct casual meeting
as expressing ideas and opinion freely at each place.
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It is a meeting space which ensures the independent space even if having

F.A.T 10
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F.A.T 10

COLLABORATION

COLLABORATION

VALUE OF DIVERSITY
SOLUTION
ORIGINAL IDEA
COMBINATION
NEW CHALLENGE

Collaboration is the starting point to break down the boundaries of daily work and
look for diversity. It is necessary to have space that stimulates the creativity in order
to bring out differentiated result by new challenge. Collaborative space can be established by free atmosphere and a simple table arrangement to facilitate communication, and enable to create active and efficient change by number of users and space.

LAYOUT
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COLLABORATION

F.A.T 10

FAT007UPD + U40F100C

and from time to time. In a free and open atmosphere outside of the workspace, simple
consultations and smooth communication take place that require quick decision-making.
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This is a collaborative space where small people can gather and share ideas simultaneously

COLLABORATION

F.A.T 10

FAT015UPD + U15F100C
It’s a great place to communicate in a relaxed atmosphere.
Simple layout creates a wide work surface, shares opinions
and continues to be creative.
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COLLABORATION

F.A.T 10

FAT015APD + U15F100C
It’s an open work space that groups
many people together and encourages active communication.
Open atmosphere, free movement,
change, and expandable layout
support a wide variety of forms of
collaboration.
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F.A.T 10
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F.A.T 10

TRAINING

TRAINING

The training space offers a variety of layouts that can be easily moved and
relocated in response to frequent training and group activities. Efficient deformation is possible depending on the number of participants. It is used for
a variety of purposes, such as seminars, lectures, learning, workshops, etc.

LAYOUT

CONCENTRATION
FOR LEARNING
THINKING SKILLS
GET FEEDBACK
PROGRESS
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TRAINING

F.A.T 10

FAT007APD + U40F100C / FAT015APD
It is an educational space that increases concentration
because it has a private space. Individual training, testing,
and space-efficient layout allows you to scale up and down
according to training subjects and capacity people.
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TRAINING

F.A.T 10

FAT015APD + U15F100C + U40F100C

to the size of the space. It is a good place to gather a various of opinions
on the agenda, and it is suitable for training, seminar, presentation.
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It is an educational space that can be planned in various sizes according

TRAINING

F.A.T 10

FAT015UPD + U15F100C / FAT007UPD
It is a basic educational space for teaching, lecturing and presenting.
It is easy to transfer various materials and contents to a lot of people,
and easy to add tables.
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TRAINING

F.A.T 10

FAT015APD + FAT007APD + U40F100C
It is an educational space where lectures, talks, and seminars are organized with a small number of people. The placement alone can emphasize attention, participation, concentration, and creates a free discussion
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environment where you can exchange feedback.

F.A.T 10
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M - TABLET

M - TABLET

M - TABLET
The combination of different domains simply does not seek efficiency. The items that
places, and situations, and it designs space. It extends to meeting types, learning
styles, and activity areas, and suggests a variety of ways.
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can be used for multi-purpose purposes with sitting can be used according to people,

M - TABLET

U40F200C
It’s a public tablet with practical design that improves space utilization.
M-TABLET is good to use in various places such as office, university,
lecture hall. Emphasizes easy to use design for digital devices, also can
be organized for various anywhere in the room.
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M - TABLET

U40F200C

/ FAT015UPD

Simply folding way and moving, easy to arrange the tables promptly according to various
situation such as study, education, speech etc. The compact size has high space efficiency,
the individual private space is secured, good for concentration.
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M - TABLET

U15F200C

various situation or education. Easy to extend the arrangement to have
group discussion, the arrangement is perfect to focus on each other.
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Freely arrange the tables two-way or many-sided way according to

M - TABLET
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FUCTION &
ITEM LIST
F.A.T 10
M - TABLET

F.A.T 10

LOWER COVER PANEL

INCLINED LEGS

HORIZONTAL STACKING

FOLDING SYSTEM

FRONT OPENING TYPE DUCT

The two-tone lower cover panel protects

Clean inclined legs realize simple design

The top plate folds up easily, possible to

Its WIRE structure makes it easy to fold and store. This makes it possible for the

Built in multi tab, Easy to use IT device.

your privacy and keep space clean.

and harmonize with any place.

nesting. Perfect space efficiency and easy

tables to be stacked horizontally. It is very convenient to move and extremely simple

moving and keeping.

to store them. So the tables’ excellent space utilization and pragmatic design can
multipurpose any room.

WIRE MANAGEMENT

IT DEVICE HOLDER

SLIDING DRAWER

TWO OPTIONS OF EDGE

BAG HANGER

Easy to handle Wire without any damage.

To conserve and best utilize space, this holder can be used with

Easy storage, Foldable sliding drawer.

Clean and simple design of normal ABS

There are hooks on both sides for easy

edge, comfortable feeling of soft urethan

mounting of the bag.

most electronic devices in a user-friendly, convenient manner.

edge, two options for edge style.
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F.A.T 10

SEATING

FOLDING TABLE FOR ONE PERSON

FOLDING TABLE FOR TWO PERSON

OPTION

U15
U15F100C

U15F400C

W605 * D520 * H854

W520 * D520 * H854

Plastic armrest

Seat folding

Seat folding

Horizontal stacking

Horizontal stacking

Torsion tilting back

Torsion tilting back

Castor

Castor
* ABS edge

* Urethan edge

* IT stand for urethan edge

FAT007A

FAT007U

FAT015A

FAT015U

FAA0001

U40

W720 * D540 * H720

W720 * D540 * H720

W1500 * D540 * H720

W1500 * D540 * H720

Socket stand

U40F100C

U40F100CP

ABS edge

Urethan edge

ABS edge

Urethan edge

Only for folding table - Two person

W595 * D545 * H854

W585 * D546 * H860

Plastic armrest

Back fabric (Cover type)

FAT007AD

FAT007UD

FAT015AD

FAT015UD

Seat folding

Plastic armrest

W720 * D540 * H720

W720 * D540 * H720

W1500 * D540 * H720

W1500 * D540 * H720

Horizontal stacking

Seat folding

ABS edge

Urethan edge

ABS edge

Urethan edge

Torsion tilting back

Horizontal stacking

Drawer

Drawer

Drawer

Drawer

Castor

Torsion tilting back
Castor

FAA0000A

U20

IT stand for ABS edge

U20F100C

U20F400C

W602 * D530 * H840

W530 * D530 * H840

FAA0000U

Plastic armrest

Seat folding

IT stand for urethan edge

Seat folding

Horizontal stacking

Horizontal stacking

FAT007AP

FAT007UP

FAT015AP

FAT015UP

FAT0007F

W720 * D540 * H720

W720 * D540 * H720

W1500 * D540 * H720

W1500 * D540 * H720

Screen board for one person

ABS edge

Urethan edge

ABS edge

Urethan edge

Screen board

Screen board

Screen board

Screen board

FAT007APD

FAT007UPD

FAT015APD

FAT015UPD

W720 * D540 * H720

W720 * D540 * H720

W1500 * D540 * H720

W1500 * D540 * H720

ABS edge

Urethan edge

ABS edge

Urethan edge

Screen board

Screen board

Screen board

Screen board

Drawer

Drawer

Drawer

Drawer
FAT0015F
Screen board for two person
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M - TABLET

COLOR

SINGLE TOUCH FOLDING SYSTEM

EXTENDED TOP SIZE

M - TABLET

F.A.T10

* Unable to add the single M-Tablet on standard U15, U40 chair frame.
* IT stand, Cup holder can be purchased separately.

Table

Table

BW

BW

BW

MG

Frame

VW

M - TABLET

U15F200C
Castor
Without IT stand
Without cup holder

Realize direct operation way by one touch folding way, quick arrangement

Enough desk top, easy to read books,

for various situation. It’s possible to fold by only one action, anybody can

use laptop and place personal belong-

arrange readily.

ings on it.

Table

Frame

VW

CS

U15
Frame

BLACK

Backrest (MESH)

WHITE

BLACK

GRAY

GREEN

BLUE

CAMEL

GREEN

BLUE

CAMEL

GREEN

BLUE

RED

COCOA

GREEN

BLUE

RED

ORANGE

RED

GREEN

BLUE

GRAY

CHOCOLATE

ORANGE

RED

GREEN

BLUE

GRAY

CHOCOLATE

ORANGE

*Size - W420 * D300
Frame - STEEL LEG

SILVER

HORIZONTAL STACKING

IT DEVICE HOLDER

CUP HOLDER

U40F200C

U40F200CP

U17

Castor

Castor

Frame

Without IT stand

Back fabric (Cover type)

Without cup holder

Without IT stand
Without cup holder

BLACK

Seat (FABRIC)

BLACK

GRAY

Backrest (MESH)

WHITE

Frame - STEEL LEG

SILVER

BLACK

GRAY

Seat (FABRIC)

BLACK

GRAY

U40
Frame

BLACK

Backrest (FABRIC) / Seat (FABRIC)

WHITE

BLACK

DARK
GRAY

Frame - STEEL LEG

SILVER

The top plate folds up easily, possible to

To conserve and best utilize space, this

Separated cup holder on the side of

nesting. Perfect space efficiency and easy

holder can be used with most electronic

tablet, easy to keep drink, makes working

moving and keeping.

devices in a user-friendly, convenient

space clean.

manner.

Frame

WHITE

Option – P6150

Frame

BLACK

Frame - STEEL LEG

WHITE

Frame - STEEL LEG

SILVER

Backrest (MESH)

BLACK

Seat (FABRIC)

BLACK
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Option – P6148

U20

I like to spend time on a Bestuhl chair.
While sitting comfortably, I realize the possibility ideas
and the possibility of their realization.
I am immersed in the purpose of achieving successful results.
Anytime you work for Bestuhl, you are surrounded by this ethic
Again, once more, I will write their greatest story.

OFFICE & FACTORY
DAEGU HEADQUARTER & 1st FACTORY
105 SUNGSEO-RO, DALSEO-GU,
DAEGU CITY, S. KOREA
T 053 581 3383 F 053 582 3383
Injection parts production and main assembly line
for completed chair to export.
PAJU OFFICE & 2nd FACTORY
40-43, NO.185 RD, HEIRI-RO, TANHYUN-MYEON,
PAJU CITY, S. KOREA
T 031 945 0043 F 031 945 2377
Logistic center for parts sales and assembly line
for completed chair to domestic market.
INCHEON OFFICE & 3rd FACTORY
677 NEUNGHEODAE-RO, NAMDONG-GU,
INCHEON CITY, S. KOREA
T 031 945 0043 F 031 945 2377
Production line for system furniture
SEOUL OFFICE
6F, 3, SAIMDANGRO 10RD, SEOCHO-GU,
SEOUL-CITY, S. KOREA.
T 02 575 9575 F 02 576 9575
Distribution control center and live show room
BUSAN OFFICE
#130-221, BUSAN T-PLEX, 41, YOUTONGDANJI-1RO,
GANGSEO-GU, BUSAN-CITY, S. KOREA.
T 051 796 3383 F 051 796 3384
Distribution control center

SHOWROOM
DAEGU SHOWROOM
105 SUNGSEO-RO, DALSEO-GU,
DAEGU CITY, S. KOREA
T 053 581 3383 F 053 582 3383
SEOUL SHOWROOM
6F, 3, SAIMDANGRO 10RD, SEOCHO-GU,
SEOUL-CITY, S. KOREA.
T 02 575 9575 F 02 576 9575

Created for new change,
Developed for new experiences.

